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ABSTRACT

Neural abstractive summarization models are susceptible to generating factually
inconsistent content, a phenomenon known as hallucination. This limits the us-
ability and adoption of these systems in real-world applications. To reduce the
presence of hallucination, we propose the Mixture of Factual Experts (MoFE)
model, which combines multiple summarization experts that each target a spe-
cific type of error. We train our experts using reinforcement learning (RL) to
minimize the error defined by two factual consistency metrics: entity overlap and
dependency arc entailment. We construct MoFE by combining the experts using
two ensembling strategies (weights and logits) and evaluate them on two sum-
marization datasets (XSUM and CNN/DM). Our experiments on BART models
show that the MoFE improves performance according to both entity overlap and
dependency arc entailment, without a significant performance drop on standard
ROUGE metrics. The performance improvement also transfers to unseen factual
consistency metrics, such as question answer-based factuality evaluation metric
and BERTScore precision with respect to the source document.

1 INTRODUCTION

Neural abstractive summarization systems trained by maximizing the likelihood of a reference sum-
mary (MLE) given its source document have been shown to generate plausible summaries with
high lexical overlap with the references. However, human analyses (Fabbri et al., 2021; Pagnoni
et al., 2021; Tejaswin et al., 2021) and automatic evaluations (Falke et al., 2019; Kryscinski et al.,
2020; Maynez et al., 2020; Durmus et al., 2020) show that state-of-the-art neural models, trained
on widely used XSUM (Narayan et al., 2018) and CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015) datasets, tend
to hallucinate information with high frequency. For instance, by performing human evaluations on
2250 model generated summaries from CNN/DM and XSUM datasets, Pagnoni et al. (2021) found
that 60% of the summaries contained at least one factual error. The hallucinations are broadly clas-
sified as extrinsic, when a model adds information that is not present in the source document, and
intrinsic, when the model distorts information present in the source document into a factually in-
correct representation. The type and degree of a model’s hallucinations correlate with the quality of
training data. As noted by Pagnoni et al. (2021), models trained on the XSum data, which include
extrinsic hallucinations in reference summaries, tend to generate a higher proportion of extrinsic
hallucination as compared to models trained on the cleaner CNN/DM dataset.

In this paper, we propose the Mixture of Factual Experts (MoFE), a simple framework that applies
an ensemble of factual experts to control hallucinations in summarization systems. We define fac-
tual expert as a model that generates summaries with certain desirable factual qualities (e.g. fewer
extrinsic hallucinations). Each constituent factual expert in MoFE is trained to target a unique type
of factual quality. The training of the experts is motivated by two broad observations. First, the
data on which the model is trained may influence the factual consistency of the model (Pagnoni
et al., 2021). Therefore, we employ a data pre-processing step that filters training samples such that
the references exhibit the desirable factual qualities. Second, the maximum-likelihood loss func-
tion may overlook factual consistency. Therefore we employ reinforcement learning (RL) to train
a model using explicit signals of factual consistency. Further, we augment standard reward-based
RL loss with a KL divergence loss between the expert and pre-trained model’s distributions on pivot
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Figure 1: Schematic view of steps for building the MoFE model. In the first step, it uses automated
factual consistency metrics to filter out training samples with the desirable factual quality. Then in
the second step, it trains reference- and model-based expert models on the filtered and whole training
set respectively. Finally, in the third step, it combines the best-performing experts through weights
and logits ensembling.

summary1 to prevent the former from deviating too far from the latter. We propose to choose the
pivot summary depending on the number of factual errors in training samples. When all samples
in the training data possess desirable factual consistency, we use reference as the pivot summary.
On the contrary, if training data contains factual errors, we use the expert-sampled summary as the
pivot. We show the schematic view of MoFE in Figure 1.

We use entity overlap and dependency arc entailment (DAE) accuracy (Goyal & Durrett, 2020)
metrics as measures of extrinsic and intrinsic hallucinations, respectively, and accordingly use both
metrics to define rewards for training experts targeting both types of hallucination. Entity overlap
evaluates the number of entities in summary that are absent from the source document and is a di-
rect measure of extrinsic hallucination. Intrinsic hallucination, on the other hand, is broader and
includes errors such as incorrect predicates or their arguments, coreference errors, discourse link er-
rors, etc. (Pagnoni et al., 2021). Since DAE accuracy measures the fine-grained entailment relations
at the dependency arc level, we consider it a reasonable proxy for measuring intrinsic hallucinations
(Goyal & Durrett, 2020; 2021). Additionally, given that experts trained on both entity overlap and
DAE metrics try to improve precision and are prone to reducing factual recall, MoFE also includes
an entity recall-based expert. Subsequently, we combine the above three experts through logits and
weights ensembling.

We evaluate our MoFE on the two benchmark abstractive summarization datasets, XSUM and
CNN/DM. We use a diverse set of metrics, including entailment, entity overlap, and question answer-
ing (QA)-based metrics to measure factual errors. We find that MoFE models strongly outperform
the state-of-the-art BART model (Lewis et al., 2020), obtaining up to ∼ 6% absolute improvement
on factual consistency metric (summary-level DAE accuracy) used to train experts, with marginal
degradation (< 0.74) on ROUGE scores. Further, MoFE performs better than BART on two QA-
based metrics (FEQA (Durmus et al., 2020) and QuestEval (Scialom et al., 2021)) on XSUM dataset.
However, on CNN/DM, we find contrasting results, MoFE improves on QuestEval but not on FEQA,
which may be attributed to the differences in questions generated by the two systems. Finally, we
use the SummVis tool (Vig et al., 2021) to analyze MoFE and BART models’ summaries on the
XSUM dataset. We find that, relatively, MoFE reduces factual errors, some of which are clear
cases of hallucinations while others may represent world knowledge (e.g. replacing the UK with the

1We name the summary used to prevent expert from diverging too far from the pre-trained model as pivot.
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United Kingdom). In the appendix, we show some example cases where MoFE-generated summary
removed, added, or ignored factual errors in the BART-generated summary.

2 RELATED WORK

Factual consistency metrics and analysis Abstractive text summarization metrics such as
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019) evaluate lexical and semantic overlap
respectively but fail to sufficiently evaluate factuality and faithfulness (Tejaswin et al., 2021). This
has led to a line of research dedicated to evaluating factual consistency and hallucination in text sum-
marization using new metrics and analyses. Some recent works have applied natural language infer-
ence (NLI) based models to test for factual consistency (Falke et al., 2019; Kryscinski et al., 2020;
Maynez et al., 2020). Goyal & Durrett (2020) applied such entailment models at the dependency
level and showed them to be more effective at localizing factual errors in generated summaries.

Another line of work uses question generation and question answering for evaluating text summa-
rization. This includes the APES (Eyal et al., 2019), an RL-based metric SummaQA (Scialom et al.,
2019), QAGS (Wang et al., 2020), FEQA (Durmus et al., 2020), and QuestEval (Scialom et al.,
2021). All of these metrics can be used as proxies for entity-focused factual consistency evaluation
and in particular QAGS, FEQA, and QuestEval have fact-based evaluation as their primary moti-
vation. More recently, Nan et al. (2021) proposed entity-precision metric focusing on entity level
factual consistency.

The slew of work on factual evaluation metrics has given rise to research focused on comparing,
analyzing, and benchmarking these metrics on various text summarization datasets. Gabriel et al.
(2021) show that although QA metrics are better than general metrics for evaluating factuality, they
are extremely sensitive and there is no clear winner. Some of the analysis work has focused on
collecting human annotations for factual consistency errors, categorizing the errors, and measuring
their correlations with automated metrics (Fabbri et al., 2021; Pagnoni et al., 2021; Goyal & Durrett,
2021; Tejaswin et al., 2021). These evaluation studies have contradicting observations. For in-
stance, Durmus et al. (2020) found that entailment-based automated metrics have lower correlation
with faithfulness than the QA-based metrics. On the other hand, Pagnoni et al. (2021) concluded
that entailment-based FactCC and semantic overlap-based BERTScore precision with respect to the
source document exhibit the highest correlations with the human judgment of factuality, and the
correlation between FEQA and factual consistency is insignificant. Given the variations in find-
ings from different human analyses of popular factual consistency evaluation metrics, we select a
few metrics from each of the entailment, entity overlap, and QA-based evaluations, as well as use
ROUGE and BERTScore metrics for evaluating MoFE.

Methods for enforcing factual consistency Along with the growing body of work on analysis
and evaluation of factual consistency, there has been some recent work on developing methods to
enforce factual consistency in pre-trained language models. These include sampling techniques such
as constrained decoding (Mao et al., 2020) and neurologic decoding (Lu et al., 2020). Another strat-
egy is to control generation either by using language models to guide a base language model as
in GeDi (Krause et al., 2020) and DExperts (Liu et al., 2021a) or via a hallucination knob (Filip-
pova, 2020). Although these methods claim to be generic, they haven’t been successfully applied to
constrain summary generation on the source document.

Comparatively, there are fewer papers that propose methods for factual consistency in text summa-
rization. Most of these focus on posthoc correction such as SpanFact (Dong et al., 2020), contrast
entity generation and selection (Chen et al., 2021), and encoding SRL structure (Cao et al., 2020).
Aralikatte et al. (2021) use focus attention and sampling to improve diversity and faithfulness of
summaries while Liu et al. (2021b) use data augmentation with the contrastive loss for factual
consistency of abstractive summarization applied to customer feedback.

3 MOFE MODEL

We propose Mixture of Factual Experts (MoFE) to improve the factual consistency of text summa-
rization systems. As illustrated in Figure 1, MoFE consists of three main steps. First, we filter the
training dataset to obtain samples that are factually consistent, using automated metrics between
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source document and reference summary (§3.2). We discuss the automatic metrics used for building
and evaluating MoFE in §3.1 Then, we use reinforcement learning to train two variants of expert
models for each factual consistency metric, which both learn to minimize corresponding factual
errors while also minimizing KL divergence between the expert’s and pre-trained model’s distribu-
tions on the so-named pivot summary. 1) Reference-based expert is trained on filtered samples that
are factually consistent according to the given metric and use human-written summaries as the pivot
(§3.3.1). 2) Model-based expert is trained on the entire training dataset and use summaries sam-
pled from the then expert as the pivot (§3.3.2). Finally, we select one expert with the least factual
error, between the reference and model-based experts, for each metric and combine them through
weights (Izmailov et al., 2018) or logits ensembling to construct the final MoFE summarization
system (§3.4).

3.1 AUTOMATED METRICS FOR MEASURING FACTUAL CONSISTENCY

There are three popular paradigms for evaluating the factual consistency of summaries generated by
a model. 1) The simplest method includes measuring token-level overlap between the information
of interest (e.g. named entities) in the summary and source document (Nan et al., 2021). This metric
can be used as a proxy to measure simpler cases of hallucinations, such as extrinsic entity errors.
We use entity-overlap to both train and evaluate factual experts. 2) The second type of evaluation
builds on NLI and evaluates if the facts claimed in a summary is entailed by the source document
(Kryscinski et al., 2020; Goyal & Durrett, 2020; Maynez et al., 2020). Two popular entailment-based
metrics include FactCC (Kryscinski et al., 2020) which measures entailment at the summary-level
and DAE (Goyal & Durrett, 2020) which measures fine-level entailment by breaking summary into
smaller claims defined by dependency arcs2. Pagnoni et al. (2021) finds that DAE correlates with
the human judgment of factuality, and has the highest correlation with complex discourse errors,
such as entity coreference. Therefore, we use DAE to identify cases of intrinsic hallucinations,
both during training and evaluation. 3) The most complex methods for evaluating factuality rely on
question generation (QG) and question answering (QA) (Durmus et al., 2020; Scialom et al., 2021).
They first use a QG module to generate questions based on summaries and then use another QA
module to find answers in the source document. They are computationally expensive to use to train
experts. Therefore, we use them exclusively to evaluate the generalizability of MoFE to new factual
evaluation metrics.

3.2 TRAINING DATA FILTERING

Recent studies show that reference summaries in common text summarization datasets often contain
factual errors (Tejaswin et al., 2021; Nan et al., 2021), which accounts for one of the known sources
of hallucination in summarization models. Therefore, in the first step, we apply automatic factual
consistency evaluation metrics to filter factually consistent training samples. We apply metrics that
target extrinsic and intrinsic hallucinations, and create a filtered training subset for each. To identify
extrinsic hallucinations, we measure entity overlap between the source document and the reference
summary, using SpaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020) to identify named entities. We filter training samples
in which all the entity tokens in reference summary are also mentioned in the source document.
To identify intrinsic hallucinations, we measure the dependency arc entailment (DAE) (Goyal &
Durrett, 2021) between the source and reference summary. We filter all training samples where all
of the dependency arcs in the summary are entailed by the source documents. Subsequently, we
use the above two filtered subsets to train reference-based (§3.3.1) experts targeting extrinsic and
intrinsic hallucinations as well as the factual recall.

3.3 TRAINING FACTUAL EXPERT MODELS

In addition to factual errors in training data, the MLE training objective is another known source
of hallucination. A model trained by maximizing the log-likelihood of reference summaries can
efficiently learn to generate summaries with high n-gram overlap but may fail to learn to enforce
factual consistency. Therefore, we train our factual experts by directly optimizing for the factual

2Dependency arcs define grammatical structures in a sentence and often describe semantic connections
between words, such as predicate-argument relations. It provides a fast mechanism to identify intrinsic errors
involving relationships between entities.
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consistency using the self-critic algorithm (Rennie et al., 2017), a frequently use reinforcement
learning technique for training NLP models.

We consider parameters of an expert (θ) as the policy model and define action as predicting the next
token in a summary sequence. Given a factual consistency metric M , we define the action reward
R(y,ŷ) as the score of the generated summary (y) according toM . Here, ŷ is the source document for
precision-based factual consistency metrics (e.g. DAE accuracy), and the reference summary for fact
recall-based metrics (e.g. Entity recall). Further, in accordance with the self-critic training, we use
the test-time greedy decoding strategy (i.e. argmax) to obtain a summary and calculate the baseline
reward Ra(y,ŷ). We subtract the baseline reward from the action-based reward (R(y,ŷ)) and use the
resulting reward signal to train our experts. This minimizes the variance of the gradient estimate and
importantly adjust the reward scale to provide both positive and negative values. Overall, we train
our expert policy to minimize the negative of expected reward difference which, after Monte Carlo
approximation (Williams, 1992), is defined as:

Lfcθ = −Ex[(R(y,ŷ) −Ra(y,ŷ)) log pθ(y|x)] (1)
Following standard reinforcement learning-based sequence training formulations, we initialize the
policy model with a text summarization model φ trained on human-annotated datasets. Further to
prevent the policy from collapsing to single mode3 or significantly deviating away from φ, we add
an additional KL divergence loss (eq. 2) between the next token probabilities of the policy θ and
baseline φ4. We train experts using the weighted sum of the two losses λLfcθ + (1− λ)Lklθ .

Lklθ = Ex[pφ(y∗|x) log(pφ(y∗|x) / pθ(y
∗|x))] (2)

Equations 1 and 2 describe the general framework for training our experts. Note that we call the
summary y∗ in eq. 2 as the pivot summary to simplify description of our experts. Next, we explain
the two variants of our expert, reference-based expert (§3.3.1) and model-based expert (§3.3.2) in
the following two sections.

3.3.1 REFERENCE-BASED EXPERTS

We hypothesize that human-written reference summaries are generally more natural and preferable
than the summaries generated by a summarization model. So, on training samples that do not contain
factual errors, we propose to use reference as the pivot summary5. Since it uses reference as pivot
summary, we call it reference-based expert. The reference-based expert is similar to prior work, such
as Paulus et al. (2017), Li et al. (2018) and Pasunuru & Bansal (2018), that uses RL-based training to
directly improve ROUGE, saliency, entailment, or other text quality metrics for a text summarization
system. However, different from prior work, we optimize for factual consistency metrics that are
more fine-grained and defined at word-level (entity overlap) or word pair-level (DAE). Secondly,
noting that a significant percentage of summaries in commonly used text summarization datasets
contain factual error, we propose to train reference-based experts on samples filtered according to
the factual consistency metric that is being used to define the reward. For instance, a reference-based
expert for DAE metric is trained using the samples filtered for intrinsic hallucinations.

3.3.2 MODEL-BASED EXPERTS

When dataset contains frequent factual errors, minimizing KL divergence with respect to reference
summary encourages the model to continue to uniformly increase probability mass on factually in-
consistent references. This is problematic and may lower the gain from reward based loss. Under
such scenarios, we propose to use summary sampled following probabilities from then expert (pol-
icy) model as the pivot summary. We call this expert model-based expert given it uses summary
generated by the expert model as pivot. Intuitively, it prevents the expert from losing significant
probability mass for sampled summary unless the sampled summary contains many factual error or
the pre-trained model assigns very low probability to the summary (high perplexity).

3Policy learns to assign entire probability mass to a single token, setting both R(y,ŷ) and R̂(y,ŷ) to zero and
thereby reducing gradients to zero.

4Note that the KL divergence loss reduces the policy exploration. However, we believe this to be a reason-
able trade-off for a high-entropy task, such as abstractive summarization, where factually consistent summaries
are very few among all possible summary sequences. Further, as noted by Pang & He (2021), the benefit of
exploration in training text generation systems is limited in the absence of perfect reward functions.

5Alternatively, we can replace the KL divergence loss in eq. 2 with the standard cross-entropy loss.
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3.4 MIXING FACTUAL EXPERTS

Following the data filtering and RL training steps described in §3.2 and §3.3, we train both reference-
and model-based experts for intrinsic and extrinsic hallucination using DAE accuracy and entity
overlap precision metrics as rewards, respectively. Also, because experts for both intrinsic and ex-
trinsic hallucinations are trained to improve precision with respect to the source document, they may
negatively impact the content recall. So, we train entity-recall experts to maximize recall of salient
entities between the generated summary and the reference summary. We train reference-based ex-
perts for DAE metric on data filtered for intrinsic hallucination, and for entity overlap precision and
entity recall metric on data filtered for extrinsic hallucination. The model-based experts for both
metrics are trained on the entire training dataset.

Next, for each of the three kinds of experts, we select one of the reference- and model-based ex-
perts having least factual error (or maximum factual recall) on validation dataset and combine them
through weights or logits ensembling. We use the element-wise weighted average of all the param-
eters of pre-trained summarization model (φ) and expert models (θiexpert) for weights ensembling
(eq. 3). For logits ensembling, we use the weighted average of logits (zt) from all the experts
(zt,θiexpert

) and the pre-trained model (zt,φ) during decoding, as described by the eq. 4.

θfinal =
∑
i

(αiθiexpert) + (1−
∑
i

αi)φ (3)

p(yt|x, y<t) = softmax(
∑
i

(αizt,θiexpert
) + (1−

∑
i

αi)zt,φ) (4)

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 DATA AND EVALUATION METRIC

We evaluate MoFE on XSUM (Narayan et al., 2018) and CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015) datasets.
The XSUM data is highly abstractive and noisy while CNN/DM is more extractive but contains
fewer factual errors (Tejaswin et al., 2021). We use standard ROUGE-1/2/L (R1/R2/RL), DAE-arc
accuracy (DAE-A), and DAE-summary accuracy6 (DAE-S), entity precision with respect to source
(NER-PS) and entity recall with respect to the reference (NER-RT) as primary evaluation metrics
for individual experts and the MoFE model. Among these seven metrics, DAE-A/S and NER-PS
evaluate the factual consistency of a summary with respect to the source document. Separately, we
also evaluate the MoFE on BERTScore precision (BScore-P) and recall (BScore-R) with respect to
source and two question answer-based evaluation metrics, FEQA and QuestEval (QEval).

4.2 MODEL

We use the BART (Lewis et al., 2020) released with Huggingface’s transformer (Wolf et al., 2020)
(bart-cnn-large/ bart-xsum-large) as the base summarization models. From the human-based anal-
yses, Pagnoni et al. (2021) finds that BART generated summaries have the least number of factual
errors. We adopt the standard hyperparameters for BART during the inference, e.g. beam size of 6,
minimum and maximum sequence length of 11 and 62, etc. for the XSUM model, and beam size of
4, minimum and maximum sequence length of 56 and 142, etc. for the CNN/DM model.

Training Experts: We use Huggingface Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020) (PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017)) to implement our experts. We initialize each expert with the pre-trained BART model
and fine-tune the decoder module on the weighted sum of RL and KL divergence losses (eq. 1 and
2). We keep encoder parameters fixed during the training. All experts are trained for 1 epoch with
batch size of 32 using default training hyperpaperameters (optimizer: Adam, learning rate: 5e-5,
adam β1: 0.9, adamβ2: 0.999, adam ε: 1e-8). We experiment with 3 values of λ: 0.9, 0.5, and 0.1.

We train three experts corresponding to three metrics: DAE accuracy (DAE), entity overlap preci-
sion with source (NER-P), and entity recall with reference (NER-R). We construct two variants of
MoFE, MoFEweights and MoFElogits using weights and logits ensembling respectively. Note that

6We consider a summary accurate if all dependency arcs in summary are entailed by the source document.
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Model DAE-A DAE-S NER-PS NER-RT R1 R2 RL
BART 76.16 34.75 63.82 53.66 45.34 22.21 37.13
DAE 83.83 46.83 69.09 51.82 44.32 21.20 36.11
NER-P 76.81 36.02 67.37 53.69 44.51 21.58 36.48
NER-R 75.48 33.56 63.50 55.04 45.19 22.04 36.98
MoFEweights 80.36 41.08 66.74 53.20 45.00 21.92 36.80
∆Improve +4.20 +6.33 +2.92 -0.46 -0.34 -0.29 -0.33
MoFElogits 80.70 41.06 66.81 53.40 45.18 22.03 36.94
∆Improve +4.54 +6.31 +2.99 -0.26 -0.16 -0.18 -0.19

Table 1: DAE accuracy, entity precision, entity recall and ROUGE scores on XSUM test set.

Model DAE-A DAE-S NER-PS NER-RT R1 R2 RL
BART 96.26 75.0 98.44 58.92 44.05 21.07 40.86
DAE 97.17 77.92 98.19 60.15 44.13 21.13 40.91
NER-P 95.38 68.18 98.31 61.11 44.46 21.36 41.24
NER-R 98.36 88.76 99.21 61.45 42.18 19.70 38.83
MoFEweights 96.73 75.77 98.26 61.15 44.10 21.11 40.75
∆Improve +0.47 +0.77 -0.18 +2.23 +0.05 +0.04 -0.11
MoFElogits 97.51 81.29 98.54 62.89 43.31 20.60 39.84
∆Improve +1.25 +6.29 +0.10 +3.97 -0.74 -0.47 -1.02

Table 2: DAE accuracy, entity precision, entity recall and ROUGE scores on CNN/DM test set.

we include an expert in MoFE only if it does not under-perform the BART model by more than
5% on any of the DAE-A/S, NER-PS/RT, and ROUGE metrics. We find experts’/BART’s mix-
ture weights using grid search, assigning a minimum value of 0.1 to each model and incrementing
weights by the step size of 0.2 for XSUM data. On CNN data, we exclude NER-P expert from the
MoFE given it failed to improve NER-PS accuracy on the validation set and degraded DAE-S ac-
curacy by greater than 5%. Similar to XSUM, we use grid search to find mixture weights for CNN
data, but we assigned a minimum weight of 0.2 to each expert and the BART model.

4.3 RESULTS

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results on XSUM and CNN/DM datasets respectively. First, all three
experts outperform the BART model, on their respective factual consistency metric, for XSUM
data. However, on CNN/DM, NER-P expert model performs slightly worse (-0.13) than the BART
on the entity precision (NER-PS) metric. This is unsurprising given BART is consistent against
extrinsic entity hallucination on CNN/DM (NER-PS of 98.44) and has a very small room for im-
provement. This aligns with the findings from the human evaluation that the BART model has very
few extrinsic entity errors (Pagnoni et al., 2021). Secondly, DAE expert performs better than (or
comparable to) NER-P expert on NER-PS metric on both datasets. Intuitively, dependency arc error
subsumes extrinsic entity error since dependency arcs corresponding to extrinsic entities can not be
entailed by the source document. On ROUGE and other factual consistency metrics that are not
part of the expert training, we observe mixed performance. For instance, DAE expert improves
entity recall (NER-RT) and ROUGE scores on CNN but not on XSUM. By combining multiple ex-
perts, we reduce the variations in performance across different metrics and resulting MoFEweights
and MoFElogits outperforms BART across all factual consistency metrics, except MoFEweights that
marginally lowers the entity precision (-0.18) on CNN/DM. Also, neither of the MoFE models low-
ers ROUGE scores substantially on XSUM or CNN/DM, the worst being 0.74 drops for MoFElogits
on CNN/DM. Between logits vs weights ensembling, we find the former slightly more effective on
factual consistency metrics. However, by calculating logits for all experts and the pre-trained model
at each decoding step, logit ensembling increases the decoding time linearly in the number of ex-
perts. Weights ensembling, on the other hand, does not increase the inference time and provides a
lightweight method for combining experts.

In table 3, we report results for BART and MoFE models on BERTScore and QA-based metrics.
Recent work on benchmarking different evaluation metrics suggests that BERTScore precision with
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Models XSUM CNN/DM
BScore-P BScore-R FEQA QEval BScore-P BScore-R FEQA QEval

BART 88.93 79.86 25.77 36.54 93.26 82.62 38.22 59.24
MoFEweights 89.21 79.89 27.87 37.32 93.26 82.95 35.72 59.77
MoFElogits 89.24 79.94 27.74 37.43 93.67 83.46 33.13 60.39

Table 3: BERTScore- and QA metrics-based evaluations of MoFE models on XSUM and CNN/DM.

respect to the source document correlates with the human judgment of factuality (Pagnoni et al.,
2021), though BERTScore precision is not exclusively a metric for evaluating factual consistency.
We find that MoFE models improve BERTScore precision (BScore-P) and recall (BScore-R) on both
XSUM and CNN/DM datasets. Similarly, MoFE models improve on the QA-based QuestEval met-
ric on both XSUM and CNN/DM datasets. However, both MoFEweights and MoFElogits perform
much worse than the BART model on the FEQA metric for CNN/DM data. The contrasting ob-
servations between FEQA and QuestEval may be explained by the variation in question-generation
(QG) modules used in both metrics. We observe that the QG model used in FEQA tends to copy
the entire summary into the questions (e.g. “when is the sigma alpha epsilon fraternity fighting
back against claims that racism is stitched into the fabric of the fraternity ? one of the university of
oklahoma students who took part in the infamous racist chant wrote that ‘ the song was taught to us
’ ”). This behavior does not pose serious problems for shorter summaries, like those in the XSUM.
However, for longer summaries, questions become abruptly complicated for the QA model to find
the correct answer in the source document (e.g. QA model answers this question by selecting the
bolded phrase “...racism is stitched into the fabric of the fraternity - by mandating that all members
of the organization undergo diversity training”.). On the other hand, the QG model in the QuestE-
val generates straightforward questions (e.g. “When did the executive director announce changes
to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity?”). It is also worth noting that Pagnoni et al. (2021) found
FEQA negatively correlated with the human judgment of factuality on CNN/DM data. However, the
correlation was found to be positive on XSUM, though statistically insignificant.

We evaluate MoFE models using a diverse set of factual consistency evaluation metrics and find them
effective in reducing hallucinations. However, the automatic evaluations can only provide anecdotal
evidence. Therefore, next, we analyze 30 samples from each of the MoFElogits and BART models
on XSUM data. We use SummVis (Vig et al., 2021) for our analysis. We show 8 interesting samples
from the analyzed 30 in Appendix (§A). Looking at the examples where MoFE and BART differ
in factual consistency, we find cases where MoFE: I) removes some of the factual errors but the
new summary remains factually inconsistent, Fig. 3 and 4; II) removes all factual errors, Fig. 5;
III) replaces one factual error with another, Fig. 6; IV) adds factual error, Fig. 7; and V) adds or
removes world knowledge, Fig. 8 and 9. Ignoring world knowledge hallucination, in total, we find
3, 4, 4, and 2 examples for cases I, II, III, and IV respectively. The remaining summaries were both
factually consistent (12 examples)/ inconsistent (5 examples) for both BART and MoFE. It is also
worth noting that in all 4 examples of case II, BART summaries have exactly one factual error. From
our analyses, we conclude that generally MoFE helps reduce factual errors, but it is most effective in
cases where BART summaries contain a few factual errors. In more complex cases of hallucinations,
MoFE can only partially remove factual errors.

Next, we analyze how data quality affects reference and model-based experts (§4.3.1). Given that
XSUM is much noisier (Tejaswin et al., 2021; Nan et al., 2021) and the corresponding BART model
performs poorly on factual consistency metrics, it provides an ideal avenue for our analyses. Lastly,
we discuss the extractiveness-faithfulness trade-off for the BART and MoFE models (§4.3.2).

4.3.1 REFERENCE VS MODEL-BASED EXPERTS

In Table 4, we report the validation performance of both reference and model-based variants of DAE
and NER-P experts trained on filtered XSUM training subset and whole XSUM training data. We
observe that both variants of experts improve performance on their respective factual consistency
metrics when trained on the filtered subset. However, the margin of improvement is higher for
reference-based experts, implying the advantage of using reference as the pivot summary when
training samples are free from factual errors. On the whole training data that includes factually
inconsistent samples, we find that reference-based experts degrade the performance on DAE-A/S
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DAE NER-P
All Filtered All Filtered

DAE-A DAE-S DAE-A DAE-S NER-PS NER-PS
BART 76.67 35.79 76.67 35.79 64.30 64.30
Reference 75.55 31.33 82.53 44.09 60.87 69.06
Model 84.1 46.92 80.27 41.70 67.84 66.88

Table 4: Validation performance of DAE and NER-P experts trained with reference and sampled
summary-based KL loss on all training data and filtered subset of training data.

Figure 2: Percentage of overlapped n-grams in XSUM and CNN/DM summaries.

accuracy or entity precision (NER-PS) metrics. On contrary, we find model-based experts effective,
with model-based DAE expert trained on the whole data even outperforming reference-based DAE
expert trained on filtered subset by 1.57% and 2.83% on DAE-A and DAE-S metrics respectively.
Overall, empirical results suggest that the factual quality of training data affects the performance of
experts. On factually consistent samples, we can train either of the model or reference-based experts.
However, when samples contain factual errors, reference-based experts may not be effective.

4.3.2 FAITHFULNESS VS ABSTRACTIVENESS

We compare the ratio of n-grams in summaries that appear in the source document. As shown
in Figure 2, all BART and MoFE models are highly extractive on CNN/DM datasets. Also, the
difference in n-gram overlap between reference and model-based summaries is much higher on
the CNN/DM data. On the contrary, models have fewer n-gram overlaps on XSUM, but they still
generate summaries with higher n-gram overlap than the reference. It is generally observed that
neural models, including BART, tend to increase the extractiveness (Durmus et al., 2020).

We find that both MoFEweights and MoFElogits increase n-gram overlaps on XSUM data. How-
ever, on CNN, MoFElogits increases the n-gram overlap while MoFEweights decreases the overlap.
Since we train our experts using RL that maximizes or minimizes probability mass on summaries
generated by them (not the reference summary as in MLE training), we expect them to increase
extractiveness. Notably, MoFE models do not consistently increase n-gram overlap (e.g. CNN), and
the margin of increase in extractiveness is much lower than the difference between the reference
and BART. We consider the minor increase in overlapped n-grams tolerable for improved factual
consistency. Our findings are similar to Aralikatte et al. (2021), suggesting a diversity-faithfulness
trade-off, where increasing faithfulness decreases the novel n-grams.

5 CONCLUSION

We present MoFE to reduce content hallucinations in abstractive summarization models. We first
train different experts to exclusively minimize extrinsic and intrinsic hallucinations that are defined
using automated factual consistency evaluation metrics. Then, we combine them with the BART
model through weights or logits ensembling to control the hallucinated content. We evaluate MoFE
on XSUM and CNN/DM datasets using a diverse set of metrics, finding that MoFE effectively
reduces hallucinations without a significant drop on ROUGE scores or increase in extractiveness.
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6 REPRODUCIBILITY STATEMENT

We describe our models, hyperparameters, and training procedures in §4. We use publicly available
datasets and libraries for all our experiments and analyses, and will release our code and trained
models upon acceptance.
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A SUMMVIS: ANALYSIS

(a) In this example, BART hallucinates 2016 Olympic and Rio which get corrected by MoFE. But both BART
and MoFE incorrectly generate the first name (Ryan vs Damian), as well as “granted British nationality”.

(b) In this example, BART hallucinates the age of children which gets corrected by MoFE. But both BART and
MoFE hallucinate Corfu. In addition, both BART (parents will donate shares) and MoFE (parents will receive
shares) summaries possess intrinsic hallucinations.

Figure 3: Examples where MoFE generates fewer novel entities (highlighted in red) that are absent
from the source article.
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Figure 4: In this example, BART hallucinates percentage amount (50%). MoFE replaces percentage
amount to a generic word sharply. Both BART and MoFE hallucinates DIY.

Figure 5: In this example, BART hallucinates rush hour. In contrast, MoFE generates factually
correct summary.
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Figure 6: Both BART and MoFE generate different factual errors, BART hallucinates more than a
week and MoFE hallucinates Aberdeenshire.

Figure 7: In this example, BART incorporates world knowledge “end of apartheid” and is factually
consistent otherwise. MoFE adds factual error “two years”.
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Figure 8: Both BART and MoFE are factually correct, though BART generates US rocket company
which can not be inferred from the source document (hallucinations vs world knowledge).

Figure 9: Both BART and MoFE are factually correct, though MoFE replaces EU with European
Union (world knowledge).
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